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Sleep-dependent decorrelation
of hippocampal spatial representations

Gonzalo Valdivia,1,3 Nelson Espinosa,1,3 Ariel Lara-Vasquez,1 Mauricio Caneo,1 Marion Inostroza,2 Jan Born,2

and Pablo Fuentealba1,4,*

SUMMARY

Neuronal ensembles are crucial for episodic memory and spatial mapping. Sleep, particularly non-REM
(NREM), is vital for memory consolidation, as it triggers plasticity mechanisms through brain oscillations
that reactivate neuronal ensembles. Here, we assessed their role in consolidating hippocampal spatial rep-
resentations during sleep. We recorded hippocampus activity in rats performing a spatial object-place
recognition (OPR) memory task, during encoding and retrieval periods, separated by intervening sleep.
Successful OPR retrieval correlated with NREM duration, during which cortical oscillations decreased in
power and density as well as neuronal spiking, suggesting global downregulation of network excitability.
However, neurons encoding specific spatial locations (i.e., place cells) or objects during OPR showed
stronger synchrony with brain oscillations compared to non-encoding neurons, and the stability of spatial
representations decreased proportionally with NREM duration. Our findings suggest that NREM sleep
may promote flexible remapping in hippocampal ensembles, potentially aiding memory consolidation
and adaptation to novel spatial contexts.

INTRODUCTION

Sleep has been established as fundamental for episodic memory consolidation.1–4 Indeed, sleep deprivation after training episodic and

spatial tasks impairs memory formation, whereas memory performance improves when sleep follows task training.5–7 Significantly, non-

REM sleep (NREM) seems to be critical for the consolidation of episodic memory traces, as shown both in animals8–10 and humans.11–13

Repeated neuronal reactivations during NREM transform episodic representations from previous wake experience into long-term mem-

ories.14 Such a role is also supported by distinct sleep oscillations, i.e., hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (100–250 Hz),15 thalamic spindles

(8–16 Hz),16 and cortical slow wave activity (0.5–4 Hz),17 which emerge and synchronize during NREM14,18–20 recruiting diverse brain regions

and resulting in temporal windows of enhanced synaptic plasticity, which enable Hebbian mechanisms by temporally coalescing neuronal

firing.8,21,22 Importantly, cortical recordings during spontaneous sleep-wake cycles in rats have shown that neuronal dynamics change as a

function of sleep homeostasis.23,24 That is, neuronal firing rates and neuronal synchrony progressively decrease as sleep episodes evolve

over time.24 Being a time-evolving, dynamic brain state, sleep is associated with a decrease in power of oscillatory events, such as slow

wave activity, including the slow oscillation, as well as in cortical excitability and neuronal firing rates.25,26 Conversely, hippocampal neurons

have been found to increase their synchrony across sleep, specifically when synchronized to ripples, whereas overall firing rates also decrease

in hippocampal networks.27 To what extent the hippocampus participates in global downregulation during sleep is currently not clear.28

Hippocampal place cells, signaling specific locations when animals navigate the environment,29 are considered to encode a cognitivemap

in which episodic events are embedded.30,31 However, this cognitive map is not a fixed, permanent construct as it is strongly determined by

experience. An example is the case of context-dependent remapping32 which refers to the relocation of place fields upon changes in the

spatial environment.33–36 Unexpectedly, little information is currently available about the influence of sleep dynamics on the hippocampal

spatial map. That is, whether and in which direction the sleep process affects hippocampal spatial representations. Here, we tested the hy-

pothesis that sleep regulates activity of hippocampal networks such that spatial representations are preserved. Our results, indeed, show that

NREM is key to the consolidation process during sleep in that the longer time an animal spends in NREMafter spatial encoding, the better the

memory is retrieved later on. Simultaneously, however, NREM duration is linked to a stronger decorrelation of spiking activity in the ensem-

bles contributing to the representation, when (at OPR retrieval testing) the animal is exposed to a change in the spatial configuration of ob-

jects, suggesting that NREM enhances the capability of the hippocampal network for flexibly remapping and newly encode spatial features.
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RESULTS

Non-REM sleep duration correlates with increased spatial memory performance and decreased power of sleep oscillations

We trained a group of adult rats in the object-place recognition (OPR) task, a well-established spatial memory test,37,38 and allowed animals to

freely sleep during a fixed resting period (90 min, Figure 1A). In initial experiments, sleep was visually identified by prolonged periods of

immobility and the characteristic curled body posture39 (Figure S1). Consistent with previous work37,40 we found a relation such that the cu-

mulative duration of spontaneous sleep periods strongly predicted spatial discrimination during the retrieval phase, as longer sleep intervals

were positively correlated with larger preference indexes, indicative of better spatial memory recall (Figures 1B and S2).

Next, we used hippocampal field potentials in combination with videomonitoring of bodymovements to dissect sleep phases,41 and hyp-

nogramswere constructed for every resting session, differentiating two sleep stages (Figures 1C and S3). Duringwakefulness, theta oscillations

Figure 1. Sleep duration correlates with spatial memory consolidation

(A) Schematic of the object-in-place recognition (OPR) task.

(B) Preference index for the displaced object, indicative of spatial memory formation, positively correlates with sleep duration during the rest phase of the task

(p = 5.7x10e-7, r = 0.70, Pearson’s linear correlation; n = 40 sessions; 22 sessions from 8 non-implanted rats were scored visually, 16 sessions from 4 implanted

animals were scored visually and electrophysiologically).

(C) Example hypnogram and body speed from one rest session from an implanted animal (rat GV15, session 08).

(D–I) Example brain oscillations recorded in the dorsal CA1 during different brain states. Unfiltered LFP (top traces) and filtered oscillations (bottom traces). Theta

(LFP filtered 4–8 Hz), ripples (LFP filtered 100–250 Hz), spindles (LFP filtered 8–15 Hz), slow wave activity (0.5–4 Hz).

(J and K) Spatial memory performance in relation to REM sleep duration (J, p = 0.26, r = 0.30, Pearson’s linear correlation, n = 16 sessions, 4 implanted rats) or

NREM duration (K, p = 2.9 3 10e-5, r = 0.85, Pearson’s linear correlation, n = 16 sessions, 4 implanted rats). Only significant regressions are plotted. See also

Figures S1–S3 and S11.
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were prominent in the hippocampus during animal movement (Figure 1D) and ripples (100–250 Hz) emerged during quiescence (Figure 1E). In

contrast, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep was defined by sustained theta oscillations during prolonged immobility periods (Figure 1F);

whereas NREM was dominated by ripple episodes (Figure 1G), in combination with spindle oscillations (10–16 Hz, Figure 1H) or slow wave

activity (0.5–4 Hz, Figure 1I). When sorting out by sleep phase, we found that REM sleep was not associated with spatial memory performance

(Figure 1J), whereas the time spent in NREM was strongly correlated with spatial memory (Figure 1K). Indeed, a mediation analysis including

both sleep stages (REM and NREM) showed that only NREM was significantly associated with memory performance (p = 2.27 3 10e-4).37,42

NREM duration was a most powerful predictor of memory performance as it accounted for 80% of the total variance in spatial memory per-

formance as indicated by the discrimination index. This result corroborates previous observations in both humans43 and animals.37,42,44

Sleep cardinal oscillations (slow waves, spindles, and ripples) are believed to be essential for memory consolidation.9,18,38 Hence, we

focused on the dynamics of cortical oscillations across sleep (Figure 2). We found that hippocampal ripples, thalamocortical spindles, and

cortical slow wave activity decreased in amplitude during NREM. Indeed, comparing the amplitude between oscillatory events during early

(first 5min) and late sleep (last 5 min), revealed a significant decrease in all three types of oscillation (p< 0.05, Figures 2A–2F). Also, the density

(i.e., events per minute) of ripples and spindles decreased with time in NREM (p < 0.001, Figures 2G and 2H), while the power of slow wave

activity decreased with increasing time in NREM (p = 0.01, Figure 2I). For slow wave activity, we noticed distinct peaks corresponding to slow

oscillations (�1 Hz) and delta waves (2–4 Hz), which have been hypothesized to perform different roles in memory processing.45 Hence, we

subdivided the slow wave activity in these two bands and found that the same negative trend was present in both oscillatory patterns (Fig-

ure S4). The decrease in slow wave activity was apparent even in individual sleep bouts (Figure S5). Overall, the dynamics of sleep oscillations

were found to be correlated with the temporal evolution of NREM, showing decreased amplitude, density, and power, consistent with pre-

vious work analyzing more extended periods of sleep [e.g., ref. 24].

Preserved excitability and synchrony of place cells across non-REM sleep

Focusing on the neuronal firing dynamics during NREM, we found that the overall firing rate progressively decreased across NREM epochs

with these dynamics differing between (regular firing, putative) pyramidal cells and (fast spiking, putative) interneurons. Pyramidal cells signif-

icantly reduced firing rates across sleep (Figures 3A and 3B), whereas the activity of interneurons remained relatively stable (Figures 3C and

3D). We then assessed neuronal synchrony by analyzing the coordinated spike timing of hippocampal neurons as determined by the average

pairwise correlation coefficient.46 Divergent from foregoing reports showing that neuronal synchrony of hippocampal principal cells increases

across sleep27 we found that overall synchronous spiking activity followed the same pattern as firing rates. That is, the average synchrony be-

tween pyramidal cells decreased across NREM (Figures 3E and 3F), whereas interneuron synchrony remained unaffected (Figures 3G and 3H).

Thus, both firing rates and neuronal synchrony exhibited consistent patterns across NREM, which were distinct for pyramidal cells and inter-

neurons. We further divided pyramidal cells according to their spatial information content. Indeed, we identified place cells by establishing

their place fields during spatial exploration of the task arena, as well as ‘non-spatial cells’, detected by their negligible spatial information

content (see STAR methods). As previously described, interneurons were the most active cell type, followed in sequence by place cells,

and then non-spatial cells (Figure S6). During NREM, we observed a reduction in the average firing rate and synchrony of non-spatial cells.

In contrast, place cells demonstrated a distinct pattern, maintaining their excitability and synchrony consistently throughout the NREM

period. (Figure S7). This result suggests that while non-spatial cells were progressively down-regulated during sleep, the activity and syn-

chrony of place cells were preserved.

Based on reports of a tight coupling between cortical slow waves, thalamocortical spindles, and hippocampal ripples with hippocampal

neuronal firing during sleep,45,46 we next investigated the synchronization between sleep oscillations and individual hippocampal neu-

rons.25,38,43 For this purpose, we computed event-correlation histograms of spike firing in dorsal CA1 time-locked to the peak of ripple events,

the onset of spindle events, and the upstate of slow wave activity (Figures 4A–4C). This analysis, indeed, confirmed that each of these types of

event was associated with an increase in neuronal discharge. On average, non-spatial cells showed lower recruitment compared to other cell

types across sleep oscillations. Conversely, place cells showed the highest activation during sharp wave ripples, whereas interneurons exhibited

the strongest coupling to spindles and slow waves (Figures 4D–4F). This pattern of correlations suggests that firing of place cells remained

responsive to the brain oscillatory entrainment, although slow wave activity showed an overall decrease in amplitude across sleep. It has

been shown that neuronal spiking varies with brain state.47–50 Accordingly, we observed that firing rates of putative pyramidal cells spanned

a wide range of several orders of magnitude (Figure S8). There was a strong correlation between firing rates during NREM sleep and waking

states (R = 0.58,p= 8.33 10e-28). Consistent with earlier findings, the slope of this relationship deviated from the identity line,49 suggesting that

transitions in brain state differentially influence neurons depending on their activity levels (Figure S8). Specifically, neurons with lower firing rates

during wakefulness showed increased activity during sleep, whereas those with higher rates during wakefulness showed decreased activity dur-

ing sleep (Figure S8). To further investigate how sleep oscillations modulate spike timing, we divided putative pyramidal cells into five

20-percentile quintiles based on their firing rates. We then reanalyzed the synchrony between the firing of individual neurons and sleep oscil-

lations for each quintile (Figure S8). Our results show that sleep oscillations differentially affect neurons based on their firing rates, with low-firing

rate neurons showing weak coupling to sleep oscillations, which progressively increased in high-firing rate neurons (Figure S8).

Task-engaged cells robustly reactivate during non-REM sleep

According to the assumption that sleep consolidates memory, neurons recruited during waking experience are selectively reactivated during

NREM, particularly within hippocampal ripples.51,52 Given the relevance of the spatial object configuration for memory formation in the OPR
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task, we assessed hippocampal neuronal activity during object exploration. To this end, we first identified neurons that were selectively acti-

vated during object exploration. We found a sizable subpopulation of hippocampal units (n = 114, 45.6%, here termed ‘object cells’),

increasing discharge during object exploration (Figure 5A). Nearly half of the object cells were place cells (n = 47, 41.2%), as they showed

a place field in the arena. Most object cells signaled either the immobile object (n = 69, 60.5%) or the displaced object (n = 37, 32.5%) during

both the sample and test sessions, with only a few units discharging to both objects (n = 8, 7%). Moreover, pairwise peak cross-correlations of

hippocampal unit activity during sleep were significantly larger for object cells than for non-encoding neurons, specifically during NREM

Figure 2. The power of brain oscillations decreases across sleep

(A–C) Average amplitude of cortical oscillations recorded in the dorsal CA1 calculated during early (black, first 5min) and late (red, last 5min) periods of NREM for

ripples (A), spindles (B), and slow wave activity (C). Note distinct power peaks for slow oscillations (0.8 Hz) and delta waves (2.5 Hz) for slow wave activity (C). Top

traces depict individual examples from filtered LFP traces.

(D–F) Amplitude comparison between early and late periods of NREM for ripples (D, p = 0.012, one sample paired t-test), spindles (E, p = 5.7x10e-3, one sample

paired t-test), and slow wave activity (F, p = 0.007, Wilcoxon signed rank test).

(G–I) Density of cortical oscillations during sleep in relation to NREMduration for ripples (G, r = 0.79, p= 4.53 10e-4, Pearson’s linear correlation) and spindles (H,

r = 0.85, p = 6.9 3 10e-5, Pearson’s linear correlation), and power of slow wave activity in relation to NREM duration (I, r = �0.64, p = 0.01, Pearson’s linear

correlation). (n = 16 sessions, 4 rats). See also Figures S4 and S5.
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(p < 8.5 3 10e-10, Figure 5B), but not during REM sleep (p = 0.4). We reasoned that object cells might exhibit stronger reactivation during

sleep followingmemory encoding, particularly during ripples. Indeed, we found significantly stronger recruitment of object cells during sleep

oscillations, including slowwave activity (p< 6.13 10e-4, Figure 5C), spindles (p< 6.43 10e-3, Figure 5D), and ripple episodes (p< 1.63 10e-

3, Figure 5E), when compared to non-encoding neurons. This result suggests larger excitability and synchrony for task-engaged cells during

sleep, thus supporting the consolidation model.

Next, we studied the transformation of the hippocampal spatial map during the task. Since we recorded neuronal spiking activity during

the entire experimental session (i.e., sample, rest, and test phases), we were able to distinguish place cells, by establishing their place fields

during spatial exploration of the task arena (Figure 6A), from non-spatial cells, by their negligible spatial information content (Figure 6B). We

reasoned that place cells might be more strongly recruited during environment exploration than non-spatial cells due to their active engage-

ment in spatial representation.52 Indeed, the firing rate of place cells was consistently higher than of non-spatial cells during all experimental

task phases (Figure 6C) and, particularly, duringNREM (Figure 6D). In a second step, we calculated the crosscorrelogrambetween either place

cells or non-spatial cells and found that place cells were significantly more synchronized, in terms of peak crosscorrelation coefficients, than

non-spatial cells during all task phases, with this difference being most pronounced during sleep (Figure 6E). Importantly, within sleep, the

difference in peak crosscorrelations between place and non-spatial cells was much larger during NREM, when memory reactivations are

assumed to take place than during REM sleep (Figure 6F). The activity and synchrony of interneurons displayed a pattern very similar to

that of place cells during the task and sleep (Figure S9). Pairwise crosscorrelations confirmed that place cells were overall more synchronized

than non-spatial cells across NREM (p = 3.8x10e-89, Figure 6G). Finally, an analysis concentrating on firing during the respective brain oscil-

latory events showed that place cells were consistently more active than non-spatial cells for all event types, i.e., ripples, spindles, and slow

wave activity (p < 10e-6, Figures 6H–6J).

We next studied how changes in the spatial configuration of the objects introduced with the retrieval period of the OPR, affected the

spatial representations formed during the OPR encoding period. We assessed this by calculating the spatial correlation of place fields

between encoding and retrieval phases of the OPR (Figure 7A). We found a distinct negative linear regression between the spatial cor-

relation of place cells and NREM cumulative duration (p = 0.03, Figure 7B). That is, when the object configuration changed at retrieval

testing, the location of place fields became segregated, leading to a reduced correlation between encoding and retrieval phases as

NREM progressed, suggesting that NREM promoted place field remapping under these experimental conditions.53,54 Indeed, a variable

Figure 3. Firing rate and synchrony of hippocampal principal neurons decline across sleep

(A and C) Mean firing rate of pyramidal cells (A, r = �0.19, p = 2.63 10e-5, Pearson’s linear correlation) and interneurons (C, r = �0.17, p = 0.08, Pearson’s linear

correlation) in relation to NREM cumulative duration. Each dot represents a single recorded unit (pyramidal cells, n = 515; interneurons, n = 97).

(B andD)Mean firing rate of pyramidal cells (B, r = 0.38, p= 0.01, Pearson’s linear correlation) and interneurons (D, r = 0.09, p= 0.29, Pearson’s linear correlation) in

relation to NREM cumulative duration. Each dot represents the average firing rate from all single units recorded per session.

(E and G) Pairwise synchrony of pyramidal cells (E, r = �0.28, p = 2.1 3 10e-194, Pearson’s linear correlation) and interneurons (G, r = �0.2, p = 3.9x10e-9,

Pearson’s linear correlation) in relation to NREM cumulative duration. Each dot represents a pair of single units. F and H, mean pairwise synchrony of

pyramidal cells (F, r = �0.63, p = 0.01, Pearson’s linear correlation) and interneurons (H, r = �0.20, p = 0.58, Pearson’s linear correlation) in relation to NREM

cumulative duration. Each dot represents the average synchrony from all single unit pairs recorded per session. Only significant linear regressions are

plotted. See also Figures S6, S7, and, S12.
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proportion of place cells underwent global remapping such that their place fields at OPR encoding was faded away at the retrieval phase

and, vice versa, cells without place field at encoding formed novel place fields at retrieval. Interestingly, the proportion of cells with chang-

ing place fields (either losing or gaining place fields between task phases) was proportional to the time spent in NREM, but not REM sleep,

during the intervening sleep interval (Figure S10). Place cells are sensitive to mapping space in conjunction with spatial cues including ob-

jects.55 Thus, rather than resulting from an updating of representations formed during OPR encoding upon exposure to the change in the

object configuration at the retrieval phase, increased remapping of place cells at the retrieval phase, the increased place cell remapping at

OPR retrieval might simply reflect a time-related instability of spatial representations.55 To explore this alternative, we recorded hippocam-

pal spiking from the same group of rats in an open field condition, i.e., using the same task arenas devoid of the objects (Figure 7C). We

found that in the absence of objects, the spatial correlation of place fields was stable and independent of NREM (Figure 7D). Indeed,

comparing directly the OPR and open field conditions showed that the significant negative correlation between the spatial correlation

and NREM duration detected for the OPR condition also significantly differed from the respective correlation coefficient in the open field

control condition (p < 2.5 3 10e-9, bootstrapping, 1,000 iterations). Taken together, these results indicate that the time spent in NREM

predicts the extent to which existing hippocampal spatial representations are decorrelated upon exposure to spatial novelty, i.e., a change

in the spatial configuration.

We also found a decorrelating influence of NREM on the hippocampal representation of spatial locations when we assessed firing activity

at the population level, rather than for single units.54 For this, a map stability index was calculated by computing for each ensemble of simul-

taneously recorded neurons, the mean correlation coefficient between the encoding and retrieval phase of the OPR across all arena pixels.56

In this way, the stability index provided an estimation of the persistence of the spatial ensemble representations across the two OPR task

phases for each recording session (see Figure 7E for examples). Consistent with our findings for individual cells, we found that the stability

index was negatively correlated with NREM duration, i.e., it decreased with increasing time an animal spent in NREM (p = 0.028, Figure 7F).

For comparison, we also computed the stability index for the open field control condition (devoid of arena objects; Figure 7G). As found for

the analyses of single units, the stability index in the open field condition was uncorrelated with NREM duration (Figure 7H). Indeed, a direct

comparison between the OPR and open field conditions revealed that the significant negative correlation between the stability index and

Figure 4. Hippocampal neuronal excitability is modulated by sleep oscillations

(A–C) Average normalized peri-event crosscorrelogram between cortical oscillations and dorsal CA1 single-unit activity (n = 612) across sleep sessions (n = 16).

Top traces depict individual examples from filtered LFP traces.

(D–F) Boxplots depict peri-event crosscorrelogram peak amplitude between hippocampal cell activity and cortical oscillations across NREM. D, p = 2.13 10e-7;

E, p= 1.83 10e-10; F, p= 1.43 10e-9; Kruskal-Wallis test. * indicates p< 0.005, Wilcoxon ranked sum test. PC, place cells (n= 192); NS, non-spatial cells (n= 324);

RS, regular spiking cells; FS, fast spiking cells (n = 97). See also Figure S8.
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NREM duration obtained in the OPR condition also significantly differed from the respective correlation coefficient in the open field control

condition (p < 1.7 3 10e-14, bootstrapping, 1,000 iterations).

Finally, based on the significant correlations we observed between NREM duration and both spatial decorrelation and memory perfor-

mance, we also examined whether the spatial decorrelation of place cells predicted OPR memory performance. This analysis revealed sig-

nificant negative correlations (p = 0.0128 for single neurons, p = 0.016 for the stability index) indicating that the less stable representations

were, the better OPR memory performance was at retrieval testing. A mediation analysis showed that the relationship between NREM and

memory performance was direct (P = 2x10e-16), and notmediated by spatial decorrelation. Overall, our results suggest that, in addition to the

critical role exerted in memory performance, NREM actively supports the decorrelation of hippocampal spatial representations.

DISCUSSION

By recording hippocampal neuronal activity during spatial exploration and memory formation, we establish that sleep, and specifically the

duration of NREM, is positively associated with both improved memory consolidation and destabilization of spatial representations. Indeed,

spatial mapping as indicated by both activity of single-cells and neuronal populations became increasingly uncorrelated as NREM evolved,

yet only upon exposure to a change in the spatial object configuration of the OPR task. Consistent with a role of sleep in homeostatic regu-

lation of neuronal activity, we detected a progressive downscaling effect in the hippocampus, whereby brain oscillations including hippocam-

pal ripples in parallel with neuronal firing rates progressively decreased across sleep. Despite downscaling, some episodic representations

seemed to be retained, and possibly strengthened, as cells active during object exploration as well as cells forming a place field during OPR

encoding consistently maintained their activity and synchrony duringNREM,without a decrease. These cells reactivated during ripples in sub-

sequent NREM, and exhibited stronger synchrony than the remaining neuronal population across sleep. Ripple-associated excitatory activity

increased in relation to local inhibition, possibly supporting local synaptic plasticity in these circuits. On the other hand, synapses are known to

be depressed by hippocampal ripples,57 rendering these events a potential mechanism producing instability and decorrelated spatial rep-

resentations upon spatial configurational changes in the OPR task.

Our experiments demonstrate that the effect of sleep on memory is cumulative and continuous, rather than discreet. Here, we used hip-

pocampus recordings in combination with videomonitoring for sleep scoring. Even though this is not the gold standard in the field, and could

be considered to lead to incorrect scoring, it has been previously used and validated in the literature.27,41,58 Abundant evidence supports an

active role for sleep inmemory consolidation.59–62 Even short periods of sleep (1.5 h) favor the retention of a spatial context, and this has been

consistently confirmed, for example, with the use of the OPR task.37,42,55 Indeed, immediate post-training sleep seems to be crucial for

Figure 5. Hippocampal neuronal activity represents object exploration during OPR task

(A) Normalized firing rate of hippocampal single-units in relation to object exploration in the sample phase of theOPR task. Units increasing their firing rate over 2

SD for at least 200 ms from object exploration onset (time 0) were classified as activated neurons (object cells, n = 114). The remaining non-encoding neuronal

population did not significantly change its firing rate in relation to object exploration (n = 136).

(B) Average pairwise crosscorrelograms between object cells (red, n= 353 pairs) and non-encoding neurons (black, n= 812 pairs). Synchrony between object cells

was significantly larger (p < 8.5 3 10e-10, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Average peri-event crosscorrelograms between hippocampal units and sleep oscillations

showing consistent differences between object cells and non-encoding cells: slow wave activity (C, p < 6.1 3 10e-4), spindles (D, p < 6.4 3 10e-3) and ripples

(E, p < 1.6 3 10e-3). Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Figure 6. Place cells are more excitable and synchronized than non-spatial neurons during sleep

(A and B) Example place cell (A) and non-spatial cell (B) simultaneously recorded in the same experimental session, during the test phase (rat GV11, session 03).

Left, spatial trajectory (black) and single spikes (red) discharged during arena exploration. Large white circles depict object location. Right, heat maps.

(C) Average firing rates of place cells (PC, n = 192) and non-spatial cells (NS, n = 324) according to task phase. Note place cells are consistently more active than

non-spatial cells (two-way ANOVA, p = 3.7 3 10e-21). Task stages were also different within groups (Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 4.9 3 10e-9 for place cells and p =

1.4 3 10e-6 for non-spatial cells).

(D) Average firing rates of place cells and non-spatial cells according to sleep phase. Note place cells are consistently more active than non-spatial cells (two-way

ANOVA, p = 3.1 3 10e-10). Sleep phases were also different within groups (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 1.373 10e-10 for place cells and p = 6.63 10e-8 for

non-spatial cells).

(E) Peak pairwise crosscorrelogram amplitude for place cells and non-spatial cells according to task phase. Note place cells are consistently more synchronized

than non-spatial cells, particularly during sleep (Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 4.8 3 10e-26 for place cells and p = 0.20 for non-spatial cells).

(F) Peak pairwise crosscorrelogram amplitude for place cells and non-spatial cells according to sleep phase. Note place cells are consistently more synchronized

than non-spatial cells (two-way ANOVA, p = 1.8 3 10e-167), particularly during NREM. Sleep phases were also different within groups (Wilcoxon rank-sum test,

p = 7.9 3 10e-26 for place cells and p = 4.5 3 10e-33 for non-spatial cells).
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memory consolidation, and optimal performance is reached when the retention interval takes place during the inactive light phase and an-

imals are allowed to freely sleep,37 whereas memory formation is disrupted following post-training sleep deprivation.38,63,64 Moreover,

deeper sleep (i.e.,; enriched in NREM) reinforces spatial memory in the OPR task, and results in long-term memory that can last up to a

week.44 In this vein, our results further confirm that memory consolidation is not discreet, but gradual, and directly proportional to the cumu-

lative time spent in NREM.43,44 Importantly, our experimental design omitted a pre-task sleep period, which would have served as a control. If

included, the duration of pre-task NREM would also need to be factored into the analysis. Therefore, while the correlations we identified are

significant and indicative, they alone do not definitively establish that the observed effects are exclusively linked to spatial memory. This

aspect will need to be further explored in future experiments.

Thalamocortical oscillations like slow waves and spindles in conjunction with hippocampal ripples are tightly connected with memory

consolidation.65,66 Indeed, communication between the hippocampus and neocortical circuits is regulated by sleep cardinal oscilla-

tions,14,18,67 and their temporal coordination enables the consolidation of labile memory traces.8 Hippocampal ripples coincide with neuronal

reactivation of newly encodedmemory traces, and the suppression of ripple episodes impairs spatial memory formation.9,68 Moreover, it has

been reported that both ripples and spindles are enhanced during early post-training sleep in hippocampus-dependent memory tasks.69,70

Hence, ripple and spindle activity during early sleep following OPR encoding might indicate increased processing of the newly encoded

spatial information.44 On the other hand, our experiments revealed a general decrease in power and density of cortical and hippocampal

oscillations across sleep, after animals acquired hippocampus-dependent spatial memory. There was in parallel a general decease in

neuronal firing activity with both parameters significantly depending on the time spent in NREM. Hence, rather than processing of specific

memory, such general decreases are more likely to reflect a role of sleep, and specifically of NREM, in the homeostatic regulation of neuronal

activity, as it has been previously described mainly for neocortical activity.24

Significant evidence has accumulated in recent years pointing to early periods of sleep after encoding as critical for long-term memory

formation.44 The hippocampal replay of newly encoded memory appears to occur most frequently during early stages of sleep following

memory encoding.71–73 Strengthening the coordination between the three different types of brain oscillatory event by electrical or optoge-

netic stimulation significantly improved spatial memory performance tested on the next day in the OPR task.8,74 Sleep spindle and ripple ac-

tivity after encoding of a hippocampus-dependent odor-place association taskwas elevated for up to 2 h after post-encoding sleep onset.69,70

Consolidation of item memory, such as novel object recognition memory, likewise depends on early stages of sleep and integrity of hippo-

campal circuits.38 Here, we revealed robust changes in neuronal spiking reactivating object and place encoding prior to sleep in relatively

short periods of less than 90 min of sleep, aligned with what has been previously reported for much longer periods of sleep recordings.24

Overall, even short periods of sleep immediately following waking experience are enough to trigger and sustain long-term memory forma-

tion, suggesting that our findings can be reasonably extrapolated to cases of long-term memory formation.

Of the three main brain states (waking, NREM, and REM), only REM sleep appears to be associated with a decrease in firing rates in the

hippocampus.75 We here replicated this observation, and moreover revealed that this REM sleep related drop in firing activity is larger for

non-spatial cells than for place cells. It is presently unclear whether this pattern is specific to the hippocampus or likewise found in the

neocortex. Electrical recordings in neocortex revealed continuously high firing activity24 whereas in vivo calcium imaging revealed a drop

in neocortical activity during REM sleep that was restricted to the pyramidal cells and which, similar to the present findings in the hippocam-

pus, was less pronounced for cells putatively involved in prior encoding.76,77 Nevertheless, network regulation during REM sleepmight essen-

tially differ, e.g., due to local effects of circulating neuromodulators. Indeed, active navigation and exploration during wakefulness implies

high levels of acetylcholine, serotonin, histamine, and noradrenaline in the hippocampus, whereas during REM sleep only the cholinergic

tone remains elevated.78 Further, hippocampal multiple unit recordings revealed negligible changes in global firing rates during sleep

following exploration of a novel environment exploration73,79 or after electrically induced LTP,80 suggesting that hippocampal firing rates

at a global level are relatively stable across learning and brain states.52,81,82 Simultaneously, such observations have questioned the partici-

pation of the hippocampus in the homeostatic regulation of brain activity during sleep.24 Yet, our findings of hippocampal oscillations and

coordinated neuronal spiking decreasing across NREM strongly argue for an involvement of the hippocampus in such homeostasis.

The central finding of our study was that the time the rat spent in NREM did not only predict the rat’s memory on the OPR test but, on the

other hand, an increased instability of the hippocampal representations as indicated by an enhanced decorrelation of single cell place fields

and the cell population vector activity at exposure to the changed object configuration during the OPR test phase. This finding was unex-

pected in light of evidence that the stability of place cells is important for memory maintenance.83,84 Previous experiments, however, showed

that hippocampal cells expressing the early gene c-fos, a prominent geneticmarker of neural activity associatedwithmemory formation,85 are

more unstable than other neurons.86 More recent findings have reinforced the idea that instability of place cells is important for memory up-

dating, particularly upon spatial changes as those taking place in the OPR task.55 Thus, a population of highly volatile place cells has been

described, with strong tendency to remap during the OPR retrieval phase (49). These observations suggest that neuronal populations partici-

pating in memory processing exhibit varying degrees of flexibility in the encoding of spatial information, which is also consistent with our

findings of adaptable spatial mapping contingent upon changes in the spatial configuration of the OPR objects. Sleep deprivation,

Figure 6. Continued

(G) Average pairwise crosscorrelograms between place cells (red, n = 1,503 pairs) and non-spatial neurons (black, n = 4,221 pairs). Synchrony between place cells

was significantly larger (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 3.8 3 10e-89). Average peri-event crosscorrelogram between hippocampal units and sleep oscillations

showing consistent differences between place cells and non-spatial cells: slow wave activity (H, p = 2.3 3 10e-7), spindles (I, p = 1.6 3 10e-7), and ripples (J,

p = 4.1 3 10e-8). Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Asterisks indicate significant differences, p < 0.05, pairwise Tukey’s test. See also Figures S9 and S10.
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Figure 7. Stability of spatial representations decreases across sleep

Examples of place cells recorded in the exploration phases of the OPR task (A) or the open field (C). Average spatial correlation of place cells in relation to NREM

duration for the OPR task (B, computed between test and sample phases, r = �0.53, p = 0.03, Spearman’s correlation) or the open field (D, computed between

after and before sleep, r = 0.07, p = 0.97, Spearman’s correlation). Examples of population vector correlation maps obtained from sessions with different NREM

durations for theOPR task (E, n = 15 sessions) and the open field (G, n= 9 sessions). Population vector correlation (stability index) in relation to NREM duration for

the OPR task (F, r =�0.55, p = 0.028, Spearman’s correlation) and open field (H, r = 0.35, p = 0.36, Spearman’s correlation). Only significant linear regressions are

plotted.
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conversely, might interfere with memory consolidation by making hippocampal spatial representations more static and less flexible.55 Inter-

estingly, along this line of evidence, scarce remapping in response to environmental changes has been interpreted as possibly reflecting

incomplete synaptic downscaling by preventing correct encoding of a new different object configuration. This idea receives further support

by observations showing that place cell remapping involves plastic mechanisms associated with synaptic depression.87 Also, short retention

intervals (5min) failed to induce place cell remapping,88 and this is well comparable to our experiments where in the animals that slept for only

very brief periods, hippocampal spatial representations remained highly correlated between encoding and retrieval testing.

At this point, it is reasonable to consider why better memory performance is linked to a higher degree of spatial decorrelation. How can

retrieval of a spatial memory improve although its hippocampal representation loses stability with increasing time in NREM? Notably, our

mediation analysis revealed the relation between the decorrelation of spatial firing activity and behavioral OPR performance not to be causal

suggesting another factor present during NREM commonly driving both processes. A tempting speculation here refers to the ripples. Hip-

pocampal ripples, on the one hand, can depotentiate excitatory synapses57 thereby decorrelating hippocampal place cell networks and

increasing their flexibility for encoding novel spatial information. Simultaneously, hippocampal ripples accompanying place cell reactivations

are considered key to the transmission of reactivated memory information to extrahippocampal mainly neocortical sites.89 This transmission

might well be supported by a more general increase in the excitation/inhibition balance toward increased excitation in respective hippocam-

pal networks, as observed here specifically in conjunction with ripple events. Ripples additionally coupling with thalamic spindles and neocor-

tical slow waves, in this way, likely promote the long-term storage of the spatial information in neocortical networks.18,74,90 Indeed, there is

growing evidence that consolidatedmemory from spatial conditions ultimately resides in themedial prefrontal cortex (e.g.,91,92). Thus, ripples

occurring during NREMmight essentially contribute to this redistribution of the representations to medial prefrontal cortex, which are prob-

ably then also used to either reinstate in the hippocampus the original place fields in future encoding situation and, if necessary, upon sig-

nificant spatial change, to support remapping.93,94

Two theories have been proposed to account for the role of sleep in the consolidation of specific memories and in the global homeostatic

regulation of excitatory synapses and firing activity, respectively.89,95 The ‘active systems consolidation’ model poses that neurons activated

and encoding information during recent waking experience will remain selectively active during sleep, discharging mostly within hippocam-

pal ripples and neocortical spindles.11,51,96–98 In support of this claim, the present experiments revealed a recurrent reactivation of cells active

during object exploration and forming place fields during OPR encoding during subsequent sleep, with this reactivation being significantly

larger than for the remaining population in our experiments. The synaptic homeostasis hypothesis proposes that waking experience due to

the continuous encoding of information, increases the overall synaptic potentiation and, in turn, excitation of neuronal networks, so that sleep,

particularly NREM, reduces and down-selects synaptic potentiation and firing rates.25,26,99 This prediction was also verified in our recordings,

as the amplitude and synchrony of cortical and hippocampal oscillations as well as neuronal spiking in hippocampal networks progressively

decreased the longer the time spent in NREM. Importantly, to also explain the consolidation of specific memory during sleep, the synaptic

homeostasis hypothesis, as an additional mechanism, assumes that those cells participating inmemory encoding during wakefulness are, to a

certain extent, spared from subsequent synaptic renormalization processes, thereby providing a relative enhancement of memory informa-

tion encoded in these synaptic ensembles.100 Consonant with this prediction, we revealed the decrease in firing rate across sleep to be

distinctly dampened for those cells engaging in the encoding of objects and place during theOPR encoding phase, and these cells alsomain-

tained stronger pairwise correlations and locking to sleep oscillations throughout the sleep period than the remaining neuronal population.

Thus, our findings, in parallel, provide confirmatory support for both theories. Moreover, suggesting sharp-wave ripples as a mechanism

possibly acting in both directions, i.e., to enhance spatial memory and to decorrelate spatial hippocampal representations, they provide first

cues as to how these seemingly opposing functions might be established in the same hippocampal networks.

Limitations of the study

The main limitation of our study is that our experimental design omitted a pre-task sleep period, which would have served as a control to

compared neuronal spiking activity. Therefore, while the correlations we identified are significant and indicative, they alone do not definitively

establish that the observed effects are exclusively linked to spatial memory, as they can be related with sleep dynamics. This aspect will need

to be further explored in future experiments.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Pablo Fuentealba

(pjfuentealba@gmail.com).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All data generated in this study are available upon reasonable request to the lead contact. All original code generated in this study are avail-

able upon reasonable request to the lead contact. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available

from the lead contact upon reasonable request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Adult male Long Evans rats (n = 18) were obtained from the Animal House Facility of the Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile (CIBEM,

https://cibem.bio.puc.cl/). Reporting of the age or developmental stage of subjects is also required.Animals were kept in a room with a

controlled temperature (22 G 2�C), in constant light/dark cycles (12:12h, 8 p.m. lights off), with water and food delivered ad libitum. Efforts

weremade tominimize the number of animals used and their suffering. Tests were conducted between 8.00 a.m. and 2.00 p.m. and all exper-

imental procedures related to animal experimentation were approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee of the Pontificia Univer-

sidad Católica de Chile (protocol code: CEBA 180703002).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

paraformaldehyde https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ 30525-89-4

isoflurane https://www.baxter.com/ FDG9623

enrofloxacin https://www.veterquimica.cl/ 409461–409462

ketoprofen https://www.dragpharma.cl/ naxpet

xylol https://www.winklerltda.cl/ 1330-20-7

ethylic alcohol 95% https://www.winklerltda.cl/ 2-00-427

cresyl violet acetate https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/ 10510-54-0

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Rat, Long-Evans https://www.criver.com/ Crl:LE

Software and algorithms

idTracker http://www.idtracker.es/ N/A

MATLAB https://www.mathworks.com/ N/A

Graphpad Prism https://www.graphpad.com/ N/A

Other

Epifluorescent microscope https://www.nikon.com/ H550L

Vibratome https://www.wpiinc.com/ NVSLM1

Stereotaxic frame https://stoeltingco.com/ 51600

Electrodes https://calfinewire.com/ CFW2024697

Multichannel recording Amplifier https://www.amplipex.com/ KJE-1001

Electrode interface board https://neuralynx.com/ EIB-36

Headstages https://intantech.com/ C3314 RHD 32-ch
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METHODS DETAILS

Behavioral apparatus

The spatial memory task was performed in one of two arenas, a squared (653 65 cm and 35 cm height) enclosure and a circular (65 cm diam-

eter and 35 cmheight) enclosure,made of PVC. Themazewas cleanedwith 50% ethanol before and after each test trial. For the rest phase, the

retention boxwas a circular plastic bucket (30 cm in diameter) where the animal could freelymove. The bucketwas coveredwith a cotton towel

mounted on top, Light was provided from the top of the recording room. Noise inside the experimental room was relatively constant

throughout the day (60 dB) and, in no case, exceeded 80 dB. The experimental room had 2D and 3D visual cues arranged outside the

maze, yet visible to the experimental animals from themaze. The objects used for the task were glass bottles filled with corn shavings. Objects

were 20–25 cm in height andwere cleanedwith 50% ethanol before and after each trial. Finally, the recording area was enclosed by walls and a

curtain that allowed isolation of the area from the rest of the room.

Habituation

Two weeks before surgery, animal handling was performed for 10 min daily for 5 consecutive days. Then, animals were habituation to the

experimental arenas and retention box. For the arenas, habituation was performed in the absence of objects. Animals were individually

placed inside the arena facing the wall (alternating the entrance wall) and allowed to explore for 10 min for 3 consecutive days. For the reten-

tion box, animals spend 3 h for 3 consecutive days.

Object-place recognition (OPR) task

The behavioral task was performed once per day during the first 6 h of the light phase (8 a.m. - 2 p.m. hrs.), when the probability of NREM is

larger. Two identical objects were placed 15 cm from the wall of the arena for the sample phase. The position of the objects in relation to the

external cues and the rat’s initial position were randomized in every phase. For the initial sample phase, animals were placed in the arena and

allowed to explore for 10 min. After that, the rat was placed in the retention box for 90 min and allowed to freely sleep. Finally, for the test

phase, one of the objects was displaced to the opposite quadrant in the arena. The animal was placed in the center of the arena and allowed

to explore. Animal movements were video recorded for all sessions and trajectories were extracted with idTracker (http://www.idtracker.es).

Every rat performed the OPR task once per day, alternating the arenas every day (i.e.,; square and circular). Thus, each rat performed a min-

imum of 2 sessions. Surgically implanted rats (n = 4) contributed with a total of 16 sessions (GV11, 2 sessions; GV12, 2 sessions; GV15, 6 ses-

sions; and GV16, 6 sessions), whereas non-implanted rats (n = 8) performed a total of 22 sessions (2–3 sessions each). Moreover, pairs of ob-

jects used for the OPR task were identical in each session, but each pair was used only once for every animal. That is, animals were exposed to

every pair of objects only once.

Task scoring and discrimination index

Scoring was performed by quantifying the exploration time of each object using custom-developed software in MATLAB. Behavior was

considered as exploration when the rat sniffed directly at the object from maximum 2 cm. The exploration index was calculated using the

exploration time of each object according to the equation.

Exploration index =
Displaced object � NonDisplaced object

Displaced object+NonDisplaced object

Positive values of the exploration index indicate preference to explore the displaced object (novelty condition) and suggest spatial mem-

ory formation, whereas negative values indicate preference to explore the non-displaced object (familiar condition).

Stereotaxic surgery for electrode implantation

Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (4% induction, 1.5–2% maintenance) and placed on a stereotaxic frame. Intrarectal temperature was

maintained at 36–37� throughout the procedure (3–6 h) using an homeothermic blanket. The skin was incised to expose the skull, and a crani-

otomy (�1 mm in diameter) was made with a dental drill above the distal portion of CA1 subregion of the dorsal hippocampus in the right

hemisphere (AP -3.6 mm andML -2.2mm from bregma). The dura was gently removed to expose the cerebral cortex in this phase. To prevent

desiccation, neural tissue was lubricated with a drop of mineral oil. Eight nickel-chrome tetrodes were previously mounted in a Harlan-8 hy-

perdrive (Neuralynx), and each tetrode strand was connected to an EIB-36 PCB card with capacity for 32 channels. The stainless-steel wires

connected two grounds to stainless steel screws that were later placed in the animal skull. One day before surgery, the impedance of each

tetrodewas lowered to 0.5MOhmby coating each tip electrostatically with colloidal gold. Tetrodeswere exposed 1mmout of themetal tip of

the hyperdrive and inserted in the brain with a stereotaxic guide according to the calculated coordinates; after which, craniotomy was sealed

with a silicone elastomer. Two screws were placed in the occipital bone and connected as short-circuit grounds; one screw was placed in the

frontal bone and one in the parietal bone of each hemisphere to serve asmechanical support. Finally, the entire surfacewas sealedwith dental

acrylic cement. The animal was hydrated with subcutaneous saline solution (NaCl 0.9%) every hour during the surgery. After surgery, rats

received a daily dose of enrofloxacin (10 mg/kg, Centrovet) for five days and supplementary analgesia with ketoprofen (5 mg/kg, Centrovet)

for three days. Animals had at least a week of recovery before behavioral testing.
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Electrophysiological recordings

We recorded local field potentials and multiunit activity from the dorsal CA1 in a group of animals stereotaxically implanted with tetrode ar-

rays in the dorsal CA1 stratum pyramidale (Figure S11). We recorded a total of 16 sleep sessions with their respective behavioral tasks from 4

rats. After recovery from surgery, tetrodes were lowered manually by no more than 100 mm per day. During this procedure, the EIB-36 was

connected to the amplifier (Amplipex, KJE-1001) through a 32-channel headstage (HS3-Amplipex), and the electrical was checked. Record-

ings began when the characteristic signal of the pyramidal layer of the hippocampal CA1 sub-region was observed, such as large-amplitude

theta waves, ripples, and an abrupt increase in the density of units. One tetrode was used as reference, and continuous recordings were per-

formed and digitized at 20,000 samples per second. Each session was also video recorded synchronized with the amplifier clock. After record-

ings, the obtained DAT files were transformed to MATLAB format for further analyses using the LAN toolbox (http://lantoolbox.wikispaces.

com/). Recordings were continuously performed during the entire OPR task, that is, sample, rest and test phases were all included in one

single file.

Histology and recording site identification

After recordings, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane, electrolytically lesioned in each tetrode (10 mA positive current for 10 s was

applied to every pair of channels), and allowed to recover for 48 h. After that, rats were terminally anesthetized and intracardially perfused

with a saline solution followed by a 20min fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were extracted and postfixed in paraformaldehyde over-

night before being transferred to PBS-azide and sectioned coronally (60–80 mm slice thickness). Sections were further stained for Nissl sub-

stance. Locations of recording sites were performed under a light transmission microscope.

Sleep scoring

Sleep scoring of non-implanted animals was performed visually according to the movement of the animals. We defined sleep as continuous

periods of immobility laying down of at least 10 s. This criterion was based on similar studies that visually scored sleep.38,39 This technique has

been previously employed in both our own and others’ research in rodents. This method has demonstrated a high level of agreement (reach-

ing 92%) when compared to the EEG/EMG-based scoring method.42,101,102 For implanted animals, in addition to immobility, sleep scoring

was performed using an electrode positioned in the hippocampal dorsal CA1 pyramidal layer.41 The LFP signal from this electrodewas down-

sampled to 1000 Hz, and time-frequency decomposition was performed with Fourier analysis using the LAN toolbox to obtain the signal’s

power spectral density. The signal was analyzed for subsequent 10-s windows, where the raw LFP signal, the power spectrum, and the video

recording were used to determine the stage of the sleep-wake cycle. One of three different stages was assigned to each window depending

on the following criteria: if the power spectrum had a peak in slow wave activity (0.5–4 Hz) and the animal was immobile, the window was

identified as NREM; if the power spectrum presented a peak in theta oscillations (4–10 Hz) and the animal was immobile, the window was

identified as REM sleep; finally, if the animal was actively moving, the window was identified as awake. To assign a window into any of these

categories, the criteria had to be fulfilled in at least 50% of the window. Exceptionally, a window was scored as undetermined if the previously

described criteria were not met. This analysis was performed with a MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) script.

Sleep oscillations

Theta oscillations were detected by calculating the continuous ratio between the envelope of theta (4–8 Hz) and delta waves (1–4 Hz) fre-

quency bands filtered from the hippocampus LFP and computed by the Hilbert transform. A ratio of 1.4 standard deviation (SD) or higher

during at least 2 s defined epochs of theta oscillations.

For the detection of ripples, the LFP signal was downsampled to 1 kHz and band-pass filtered (100–250 Hz) using a zero-phase shift non-

causal finite impulse filter with 0.5 Hz roll-off. Next, the signal was rectified, and low-pass filtered at 20 Hz with a fourth-order Butterworth filter.

This procedure yields a smooth envelope of the filtered signal, then a Z score normalized using the whole signal’s mean and SD. Epochs dur-

ing which the normalized signal exceeded a 3 SD threshold and 50ms of durationwere considered ripples. The first point before the threshold

that reached 1 SD was considered the ripple onset, and the first point after the threshold to reach 1 SD was considered the ripple end. The

difference between onset and end of ripples was used to estimate the ripple duration. We introduced a 50 ms-refractory window to prevent

double detections. To precisely determine themean frequency, amplitude, and duration of each ripple, a spectral analysis usingMorlet com-

plex wavelets of seven cycles was performed. The protocol was adapted from a previously describedmethod,22 and the LAN toolbox (http://

lantoolbox.wikispaces.com) was used for the implementation.

Spindles were detected in the downsampled hippocampal LFP signal (1 kHz), by calculating themaximum normalized wavelet power from

the filtered signal (11–17 Hz). This signal was then Z score normalized, using the whole signal’s mean and SD. Epochs duringwhich the normal-

ized signal exceeded a 1.4 SD threshold and 350 ms of duration were considered spindles. Spindles considered for analysis were exclusively

detected during NREM epochs.

Slow wave activity was detected by calculating the envelope of the slow oscillations (0.5–4 Hz) filtered from the hippocampus LFP and

computed by the Hilbert transform. Slow wave activity was Z-scored during all sleep periods and epochs with amplitude 1.4 SD or higher,

and at least 2 s were defined as slow wave activity.
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Spike sorting

To investigate the spike timing of individual neurons during distinct brain states, we performed spike sorting of multiunit activity from the

dorsal hippocampus. Neuronal spikes were extracted from hippocampal recordings using the semiautomatic clustering program Klustakwik

(https://github.com/kwikteam/klustakwik2/). This method was applied over the 32 recording channels (8 tetrodes), after the signals were

filtered between 300-5,000 Hz. Spike clusters were considered single units if less than 1% of their spikes had an interspike interval below

1 ms, and their auto-correlograms had a 2 ms-refractory period. Single units were stable during recording sessions and their amplitude

did not vary significantly during sleep (Figure S12).

Place cells

Place cells were identified during arena exploration in the sample and test phases of the task. Only data from epochs in which the animal ran

faster than 5 cm/s were considered to identify place cells between hippocampal units. Each arena was divided into 5x5-cm bins, where the

time the animal spent in each bin was sorted to obtain an occupancy map. The animal’s position on the arena was determined by detecting a

LED placed on the animal’s headstage recorded at 30 fps. Spikes from each unit were sorted in map bins to obtain the firing map. Next, the

firing rate was calculated using time and spikes in each bin to cmpute a firing ratemap. AGaussian kernel (SD= 7 cm) was applied to firing rate

maps to obtain smoothed maps used to compute spatial map parameters.

Themean firing rate on the arena was calculated from all bins where the animal spent at least 100ms. The peak firing rate corresponded to

the highest firing rate detected in the visited bins. Sparsity, which represents the proportion of the arena where a unit fires, was obtained by

using the equation:

sparsity =
p � li2
l2

Wherep is the probability of occupancy of a specific bin, li is the firing rate in that bin, and l is themean firing rate. Finally, place fields were

defined as the contiguous area starting from location of the unit’s peak firing rate, until it reached 2 SD of the average firing rate in the firing

rate map (adapted from.103 Only contours that bounded an area of at least 6 bins (150 cm2) were identified as place fields. After visual inspec-

tion of the putative place fields in the smoothed maps, that threshold was established to avoid false positives resulting from random firing in

scarcely visited regions.

We fitted a sigmoid function to the distribution of all recorded units during the sample phase. Themean firing rate (log scale) versus overall

sparsity of all units was plotted and fitted to a sigmoid curve using the MATLAB curve fitting toolbox from which the critical values were ob-

tained. The relation resulting from this analysis was:

overall sparsity =
1

1+exp� 0:72�log firping rate

Weobtained the lower and upper inflection points from this fit, which delimit the linear zone of sigmoid fit, depicting the zone where place

cells are located. This allowed to us discard from place analysis units with low firing rates (<0.18 Hz) and high sparsity (>0.78) in our experi-

ments. Shifting these thresholds produced similar results to those reported in the current study.

Units with firing rates larger than 0.18 Hz (lower critical point in the sigmoid fit), sparsity lower than 0.78 (upper critical point in the sigmoid

fit), and showing of at least 1 place field, were classified as place cells. For sparsity, shufflings of 1,000 iterations were carried out for the spike

timestamps from each single unit, maintaining the animal trajectory unchanged. Sparsity values for each iteration were used to compute the Z

score value, discarding units that did not reach 1.5 SD. This threshold was defined after visual inspection of the putative place cells in the

smoothed map.

Units that did not meet these criteria were classified as non-spatial cells. This classification was performed in both sample and test phases

of the task.

Peri-event cross-correlograms

Hippocampal ripples and neuronal spikes were cross-correlated by applying the ‘sliding-sweeps’ algorithm.104 A time window of G1 s was

defined with the 0-point assigned to the onset of a ripple. The timestamps of spikes within the time window were considered as a template

and were represented by a vector of spikes relative to t = 0 s, with a time bin of 25 ms and normalized to the total number of spikes. Thus, the

central bin of the vector contained the ratio between the number of thalamic spikes elicited betweenG12.5ms and the total number of spikes

within the template. Next, thewindowwas shifted to successive events (i.e., spikes or oscillatory events) throughout the recording session, and

an array of recurrences of templates was obtained.

Population vector

In each task trial, the spatial maps associated to each unit were assembled in a 3Dmatrix, where the z axis corresponded to the different units

recorded in the trial. Using this matrix, a population vector was generated with the firing rate values from all units in every spatial bin.56 Such a

matrix was constructed for both the sample and test phases. The Spearman correlation between both sample and test population vectors was

computed, thus obtaining a correlation coefficient (r) for each session.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis

Normally distributed parameters were analyzed with parametric tests (one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni corrected post-hoc t-test).

Comparisons between non-normally distributed parameters were analyzed with non-parametric analysis (Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Tu-

key’s multiple comparison post-hoc test). Linear correlations between parameters were analyzed using Spearman correlation coefficients.

Comparison between peri-event time histograms were analyzed with Wilcoxon test. Causal mediation analysis was calculated with the

R-package ‘mediation’, which calculates an average causal mediation effect (ACME) and an average direct effect (ADE) between the corre-

lated variables. Statistical analysis was performedwithGraphpad Prism software or withMATLAB (TheMathworks Inc.). Significant differences

were accepted at p < 0.05.
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